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MAXIMUM VERSATILITY
Q5X has an established track record in the sports sector for bringing the voices of the coaches, refs and players to the
broadcast in post-production and replays like “Mic’d-up” or “Inside Trax”. Broadcasters, leagues and teams across multiple
sports all choose Q5X body-packs as their transmitter of choice because of the safety factor and remote control. Like many
Q5X products, the AquaMic™ started as a custom request to allow on location audio capture of America’s Cup yacht racing
over a decade ago. The AquaMic has evolved into two formats that are identical in every way except thickness and battery
life: the regular AquaMic lasts 8 hours while the long-life (LL) version has the longest battery life of 16 hours. Both versions
of the transmitter are available in analog (compatible with a variety of receivers) or digital (compatible with Shure Axient
Digital receivers).
All Q5X wireless body-packs are sweat and splash proof, but the AquaMic is the best option if there is a risk of longer
exposure to water. If the talent may end up in the water, the aluminum cased AquaMic is fully waterproof and has survived
all the harsh treatment that has been thrown its way.
In his January 2021 LinkedIn post, Stewart Chaney, Owner of Plus 4 Audio Ltd in the UK highlights their use of AquaMics.
“As logistical challenges go, bringing the show to Gwrych Castle in North Wales from its usual home in the Australian
bush, due to Covid, was about as big as they come. A 250-acre site requiring radio communications for crew, radio mics
for contestants, prone to being dropped in water and mud, and an opening arrival by rope from the Welsh hills were just
some of the challenges we met as we joined the ITV series for the first time. Our chief survival tool was the Q5X AquaMic
radio system, first used by Plus 4 on ITV’s Love Island, with its current format developed in partnership with the Canadian
manufacturer to now be the perfect solution for I’m A Celebrity.” In the case of “I’m a Celebrity”, the crew needed 200m
of coverage, so the analog transmitters were paired with Wisycom receivers. A large quantity of channels of the 16-hour
AquaMic LL were used to provide coverage for all of the contestants. A portion were cycled through charging while the rest
were positioned on the talent in pouches/lanyards.
Q5X transmitters can be paired with a variety of microphone elements, and in the case of the AquaMic, the termination
required is a 6-pin Lemo connector. Users can either purchase a new mic with that termination (from the OEM or Q5X) or
they can send an existing mic to Q5X to have the connector replaced for $120US.

“Even if there wasn’t any water planned for the day, the AquaMics were the versatile work horses that
kept up with all of our needs. Q5X was great to incorporate our feedback into its current product.”
- Stewart Chaney, Owner of Plus 4 Audio Ltd
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